Syncytial Cell Surface of Placental Villi Associate with Obesity
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Abstract

In this work to describe the observations of syncytial cell surface in placental villi, in obese woman pregnancy of 92Kg, not associated to hypertension, with gain of 9Kg of weight during pregnancy has been the objective. The placenta was analyzed according to previous data obtained with light and scanning electron microscopy. Mature intermediate villi were seen with a diameter under the average normal diameter from 60 to 150um as indicated in the literature. They showed wrinkled cell surface, without bends in its longitudinal axis and scarcity of terminal villi. These also presented an average diameter minor when compared to the normal range of 30-80um. In immature intermediate villi globular extensions as blebs were seen collapsed and numerous elevations and depressions were found. In both intermediate villi as well as terminal villi scarcity of irregular microvilli was found. In this case not overgrowth in newborn was seen since the gestational weight gain correspond with their body mass index indicating that the syncytial placental membrane has regulated the transfer of gases and nutrients for the normal fetal development during obesity.
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Introduction

Pregravid obesity is associated with increased morbidity and mortality for both mother and offspring. Changes in placental structure that characterize an inflammatory status in obese women have been found. Immaturity, increased number of capillaries and vascular abnormalities were observed in placental villi of woman obese [1]. Maternal obesity is a frequent obstetric risk factor linked with short and long term consequences for mother and child including fetal overgrowth, growth restriction and stillbirth provoking reduction in placental villous proliferation and reductions in apoptosis which may increase susceptibility to adverse pregnancy outcomes [2].

Placental inflammatory lesions may underlie the worse pregnancy course when compared to normal weight women [3]. These obese women with reduced placental vascularity and blood flow would restrict placental nutrient delivery to the developing fetus [4]. The obese maternal environment is characterized by
hyperlipidemia and an exaggerated state of inflammation with oxidative stress and the placenta transduces and mediates the effect of the adverse maternal environment to the fetus. Heightened inflammation and oxidative stress are found in the placenta [5].

Studies have identified an accumulation of macrophages with enhanced expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines in placenta of obese women analogous to chronic villitis [6]. The under perfusion of the intervillous space can to result in local areas with increased perivillous fibrin and villous agglutination. Our studies have permitted to observe regions of stromal separated of the syncytio when the obesity is associated with hypertension [7].

Microvilli of the syncytio have been observed reduced in number, and slender and thicker in their extremity are seen with transmission electron microscopy in the baboon [8,9]. It has been hypothesized that maternal obesity results in increased placental nutrient transport to the fetus. The extent of lipid transfer to the fetus strongly contributes to fetal fat accretion [10,11].

In this work to amply the observations of syncytial cell surface in placental villi not associated with hypertension in a case of obesity of woman pregnancy of 92 Kg is our objective.

Case Report

A placenta was obtained of woman pregnancy of 20 years old and 101Kg of weight, at 39 weeks of gestation, who had an increased weight of 9 kg during pregnancy and a body mass index (BMI) of 36. The patient without hypertension was informed following basic ethical principles of the declaration of Helsinki as well as the rules of the ethical committee of our institution.

This study is descriptive, retrospective and no experimental with not probabilistic sampling. The observations found in placental villi were selected in two groups: A group study and control group. A protocol of features was applied to these two groups determining structural characteristics of placental villi associated with obesity using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM).

Details of the syncytial cell surface of the different types of placental villi were observed and taken with a Hitachi S2300 scanning electron microscope. The nomenclature and classification of the placental villi here described is the mentioned by Benirschke and Kaufmann [12].

Results

In the groups of placental villi observed in Figures 1-4 the mature intermediate villi have a diameter under the average diameter from 60-150 um [12]. The cell surface of these villi is showed wrinkled and not presents uniform distribution of microvilli. In the Figures 5-8 immature intermediate villi are seen with elevations and depressions of the syncytial plasmamembrane. globular extensions as blebs can to be observed and a scarcity and irregular microvilli is noted. Mature intermediate villi when were observed to high resolution showed smooth regions and zones of irregular microvilli (Figure 9). These not present the characteristics bends of its longitudinal axis without terminal villi or with scarcity of these. Terminal villi with frequency are seen in the extremity of mature intermediate villi showing a typical constricted neck region (Figure 10). The average diameter of these villi is minor when compared to the range from 30-80 um [12].
Figure 3: Mature intermediate villi shows a cell surface wrinkled.

Figure 4: Curved mature intermediate villi are seen near of immature intermediate villi.

Figure 5: Immature villi exhibits collapsed globular extensions.

Figure 6: The arrow indicates a fracture of the syncytial membrane in immature villi.

Figure 7: Immature intermediate villi present a scalloped surface.

Figure 8: Immature villi show irregular microvilli on the cell surface.
**Discussion**

It is known that in lipidic metabolism during pregnancy the angiopoietin-like protein 4 (ANGPTL-4) is secreted from adipose tissue and placenta, which inhibits lipoprotein lipase (LPL) activity. So, a greater fatty acid placental was not produced not contributing to the higher fetal fat accumulation [13].

Maternal obesity increases the risk of poor pregnancy outcome associated with dysfunctional syncytiotrophoblast since taurine (a B-amino acid with antioxidant and cytoprotective properties) uptake maintains the syncytial plasma membrane and this uptake is very lower in obese woman. Tiamine is likely to have a critical role facilitating syncytiotrophoblast renewal and cell survival. It regulate their cell volume, and a deficient trophoblast in uptake taurine from maternal blood via the taurine amino-acid transporter on the syncytiotrophoblast microvillous plasma membrane could to increase their susceptibility to inflammatory process [14]. In this condition the transfer of nutrients and gases to the fetus is affected.

It is possible that the delayed fixation after of cord clamping influence on the wrinkled cell surface of the syncytiotrophoblast seen in mature villi during post partial changes and in immature villi with collapsed globular extensions [12].

Globular extensions in immature villi are produced by distended vessels in the stromal region which elevates the syncytiotrophoblast. The fractures observed in the syncytiotrophoblast could to be originated when sudden increment of high blood pressure of the intervillous space provoke the rupture being so obtained the curved form of the villi. In this type of patient the reduced blood flow by atherosis in utero-placental vessels of the basal plate has produced short villi and very lean.

When obesity is associated to hypertension numerous microvilli were seen on the cell surface of syncytiotrophoblast in immature intermediate villi with different size and irregular form. The syncytiotrophoblast can to be separated of the stromal region and the reduction of blood flow in the intervillous space results in syncytial damage [7].

Findings of depressed mitochondrial oxygen consumption, reduction in maximum respiration, mitochondrial deficiency or mitochondrial dysfunction at level of the syncytiotrophoblast in maternal obesity could to be affecting the integrity of the plasma membrane [15]. Higher numbers of neutrophils within the interstitial space, greater muscularity of placental vessel walls and cytokines was associated with maternal obesity demonstrating a heightened inflammatory response [16].

We have not found in this increasing maternal body mass index a systemic inflammation in the mother as has been reported by others [17]. Placentas of obese woman had 17.5% more lipid than placentas of lean woman and maternal obesity may lead to higher supply of nutrients to the fetus-placental unit and to excessive fetal fat accumulation. Animal models show that maternal obesity is associated with carriers resulting in enhanced lipid transfer across the placenta [18,19].

The extent of lipid transfer to the fetus strongly contributes to fetal fat accretion. Human in vivo studies using labeled fatty acids reported a preferential placental-
fetal transfer of long-chain of poly unsaturated fatty acids although the mechanisms are still uncertain. Knowledge about fatty acids metabolism and adaptations of the placenta in response to obesity are more limited and contradictory results are available in the literature [20,21]. Reduced syncytium formation is observed in complicated pregnancies by preeclampsia and intrauterine growth retardation associated with fetal programming of obesity [22].

If well in this report the patient had 101 Kg of weight and a body mass index of 36, their obesity not provoked grave consequence to the fetal development since the weight of newborn was of 3 Kg and their stature of 52 cm which correspond with the 39 week of gestation in our tables of measurements fetal/placental ratio of normal pregnancy, with a maternal gestational weight gain of only 9 Kg. Although for this index a better maternal gestational weight gain is between 9 and 11 Kg [23]. Actually this maternal gestational weight gain is between 9 and 11 Kg [23].

In conclusion, during pregnancy at term associated with obesity, the plasma membrane of the placental villi regulates the transfer of gases and nutrients to the fetus when maternal gestational weight gain is according to their body mass index.
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